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About This Content
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Title: A Hat in Time - Co-op
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Gears for Breakfast
Publisher:
Gears for Breakfast
Release Date: 17 Sep, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows XP SP3 / Windows Vista / Windows 7 / Windows 8 / Windows 10 64-bit only

Processor: 3.0 GHz processor

Memory: 4 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 5 GB available space

English,German
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Yes yes very nice, victorian dudes smooching each other as part of a revenge plot, 10\/10 would unlock all h scenes again. Very
good for the price. Please add a ticket system in so you can earn prizes and put a option in so they you can continue to play if
you already have a star for the coin pusher please. Also Please add claw machines and skee ball please.. This is a old school
Wolfenstein clone. If that sounds good for you by all means have fun. For me it's a game that aged well and I couldn't bring
myself to stay with it very long.. This game is super addictive. Kind of like Dinner Dash and all those stereotypical games where
you run around build, upgrade, and manage things. You dash about and have your "Hunks" build things for you to earn cash to
build more things and to hire more hunks. You upgrade things to make them better, buy out stuff to upgrade them, and then
meet certain goals throughout the game.

I only had to replay a scenario twice, they get increasingly difficult as you move on but I didn't run into any problems until the
last chapter in the game. It's a fun game, very casual, and worth the $10 that I paid for it.

The replayability isn't there for me though. I don't like replaying levels only to beat them again and again.. ---
Delivers what is promised

If you want a quick-access to Medic-pouch (3x Field-dressings per spawn, which is resupply-able at health \/ med-supply-
boxes), then this a good inexpensive skip.

Otherwise you will have to first spend 9K-credits on a single-usage-pack (resupply-able also at med-boxes), and then heal-grind
enough for the pouch-unlock which itself costs 30K
(( self-heals also count for ribbon-progress, but only gives 50% of soldier-rank-exp -> less credits back per bandages used)).

---
---
---. Very very nice work frome the team Aerofly FS 2.I like the animation people round this nice Airport KMRY. That do this
airport much more realistic.I hope the team Aerofly FS 2 even can do more animated airplane and vehicle in a further.Good
work and thanks to Team Aerofly FS 2.. Not bad but starts off slow and doesn't allow you to explore after the first couple hours
(You are instantly killed if you stray off the beaten path during the first couple hours)
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Worst platformer\/shooter I've played in ages.

This game gets it all wrong. Gamepad controls can't be configured and the configuration is badly chosen. Rules are poorly
explained, complex and not any fun.

And finally, after only a few minutes of gameplay, when I tried to restart from the first level in classic mode the game locked up
on me.. Generally, concept of simple racing game with low requirements appeals to me. This game can be ideal for playing short
sessions on notebook or even ultrabook (On my Dell Latitude E7240 game runs in 30fps on lowest).
Driving model is very simple (your car will never oversteer for example), so you can focus on racing, not fighting with car,
however it requiers some learning at the beginning.
Unfortunately there are very few players in online mode at this moment, so you'll more often compete with bots raather than
human players.
For me, this game is also too simple. Apart from actual racing you can choose server, car (18 models inspired by real supercars),
go to lobby and wait for race in practise mode. If somebody connect to your lobby you will race with him. If not - you will race
with bots. That's all. I think some simple tuning system would be nice addition.
Graphics is simple and legible, and that's all I can say about it.
Big plus for Linux version (working out-of-the-box)

Overall, "Simple Racing" has potential, but now it's unused due to very little content in game. I felt like playing tech demo rather
than full game. But it was solid tech demo, so if the author will continue developing it, the game become very enjoyable little
racing game for occasional playing in travel.. Spent 20 minutes on the game. It was not worth the $.99. Don't get it, i would
rather watch a letsplay of this with bad cometary than play it again.. I recommend this game for creative players. 9/10. This is a
very charming RPG with a retro 16 bit style. The story and character development is good and the environment is beautiful,
extensive and fun to explore. You can skip battles if you prefer to play through the story without fighting. The pacing is good
and nothing feels unfair. Ther are a lot of side quests and extra secrets to find so it doesn't get dull. Nearly every corner of the
map has something in it and every NPC has different dialogue. Also the dev replies almost instantly to bug reports. I'd
recommend this one to anyone who likes RPGs and retro graphics.. for 5 dolars is a meeeh game. its a rip off of game dev
tycoon. at first im like hey they release a new game. but then i realise that this game is very shallow . it need more work and
more originality.. Good game, i enjoyed it.

Could not stop until i reached the end of all 3 levels.

Lasted 81 minutes lol, but still a descent game for the price.

maybe the levels will be longer in the future, who knows.. it was a gift..i swear
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